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grant of medical services. Such payments are inclu(le(d in and, indeed, form the most
important part of existinig sickness iInsurance schemes run by insurance companies.
Dr. Lachlian-Cope wrould have liked the scheme to have beeil volunitary and independent of
the state, but he is persuaded that it is financially necessary that it should be compulsory
and subsidized by the state. He (loes not recognize that the state is merely the mechanism of
co-operative effort. A state scheme, he thinks, involves dependenice on "outside assistance"
rather than individual effort, and "makes for selfishness and weakness rather than the building
up of the individual's solidarity." This ideology is widespread, and he may be correct in
saying "neither the medical profession nor the public are at all desiirous of having health
services rendered only through state insurance if it can be avoided." Nevertheless, I have
heard many who wished that the ambit of National Health Insuraince would be extended to
cover them. The idea of a moderni public service corporation, composed of representatives of
the medical profession and of the state, both government anid citizens, acting independently
of the government, is not considered. Instead, the scheme is to be controlled by the insurance
companies concerned and the medical profession, and the state is also allowed representation
because of the subsidy it is to make. Those who think that control by insurance companies
will result in efficiency should consider the percentage of the premiums received for workman's
compensation insurance which is distributed by the insurance companies to the injured
workmen.
Actual figures are not given as to the amount of theX premiums, but they obviously must
not be too high, and a sliding scale adapted to income is suggested. Such details could be
determined once the scheme wvere initiated.
The general practitioner is to remain the "hub of the medical service." He is to diagnose
the illness and to direct the patient where to go for further investigation and treatment. But
the precepts of preventive medicine are to be applied mainly through clinics which are to be
set up all over the country. The clinics are to provide all the modern means for accurate
investigation and diagnosis. Members are to attend regularly for examination, and not merely
when sent by the general practitioner in case of sickness. Records will be kept, and copies
sent to a central medical record department and to the general practitioner. The clinics are to
co-operate with the general practitioner, existing local hospitals, nursing homes, and other
local medical institutions; and emphasis is laid on the necessity for true co-operation. Treat-
ment will be given at these local institutions, or at the central institution which is to be
specially established, and where specialists will be available. Treatment will be given on the
recommendation of the general practitioner, or presumably, though this is not expressly
stated, on the advice of the clinic. All staff appointments will be paid, and there is to be room
for recently qualified men to serve an apprenticeship before practice.
I have only touched upon some of the points of the scheme, and, indeed, the author has
not himself fully elaborated the scheme. 'rhe present necessity is to convince the medical
profession and the public of the desirability of some scheme; the details can be worked out
later.
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This book, wbich has now reached its second edition, has the advantage of being a convenient
size, and although only about three hundred pages, the type is adequate to make reading
easy. To accornplish these desiderata, the author has had to make description as brief as
possible, andl so only the signs and synmptoms indispensable ill making a diagnosis are given.
This in the main is well done, aii(l the student cain refer rapidly to any section.
Pathology is scarcely touclbed upon, and treatment is merely outline(l. Some of the descrip-
tions do not present as vivid a picture of the disease as they might, but this cannot be said of
the photographs, which speak for themselves. Some of the diagrams are rather elementary and,
one would have thought, superfluous.
The book can be recommen(ledl for qniick reference by the person wh)ose time for stucly is
limited.
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